OUT OF TIME – Wary, “normalcydeprived” Minneapolis Ghosts
public spaces? – “public joint
campaigning won’t work” this year;
“public safety/defund police
amendment” is the deciding issue; bobagain
switching focus to zoom campaigning and ’22
Gov. race
Contact: votebobagain@gmail.com, (www.votebobagain.com)
phone: (612) 812-4867 Note: A .pdf file with graphics is attached.
Minneapolis, MN, 10/18/2021 – Last Thursday’s “CRUNCH TIME”
meeting at “People’s Plaza” (across from City Hall) was a nonevent. “No one else had showed up by 3:30, when I left,” said the
organizer, Minneapolis Mayoral candidate Bob “Again” Carney Jr.
(“bobagain”,) who added “Unfortunately, I apparently missed
fellow Mayoral candidate Jerrell Perry by minutes.
“Last week was CRUNCH TIME – but this week we’re OUT OF
TIME,” bobagain concluded as he considered the prospect of any
joint campaigning or any organized effort to effect the election of anyone other than Mayor Frey. In a Sunday Star
Tribune letter to the editor, bobagain advised voters who see “public safety/no on Charter Question #2” as their
deciding priority: “Here's the crucial practical issue: As long as you don't rank Nezhad, Knuth, or any ‘yes on 2’ candidate
ahead of Frey, then as trailing candidates are eliminated during the vote-counting process your vote will end up
counting to re-elect Frey. But with this approach, you'll also learn something from listening to other candidates — and
your vote for alternative candidates will promote and advance the ideas and issues we're raising.”
He commented: “As with the 1920 U.S. presidential election, this year Minneapolis seems desperate for a ‘return to
normalcy.’ For whatever reason, public joint campaigning won’t work this year. I’ll be switching to Zoom campaigning
this week, with a segue to my already-ongoing campaign the 2022 Governor’s race.” Recently, due to a medical issue,
bobagain has stopped driving a school bus – he is currently working for his company doing bus driver recruiting, and
plans to resume bus driving in February of 2022.
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